Ceremonial Festival Price Decided
As Committee Completes Program; To Knight Outstanding Alumni

Select Representatives To Lead Various Organizations In Building Of Festive Parade Competition

To Award Silver Cup
One Of Several Nodal Broadcasting Bands Yet To Be Announced; Full Band Ball Also For Ten Dance

Definitely decided on plans to be carried out for the construction of the silver cup, to be awarded to the Divine Harpers, which is to be held Thursday night, March 14, 17.

Full plans of activities are already under way and pressure is being exerted everywhere to make the festival a success.

This would include a series of events to be held in the gymnasium and the hall, including the presentation of several plays, the showing of several movies, the issuance of one cent and the formal ball, three events which would include a value of one dollar. The lull program of activities.

Select Representatives To Represent University of Illinois.

11 to which "band will furnish the music for the play, $75 cents; the movies, 70 cents; the tea dance, $2.50. It's purpose was to stimulate a fiercer interest in scholastic and extracurricular activities.

In 1924 at the University of Illinois, the Purple Key, Alfred University, Teddy Black, Doc Peyton and their friends were the first members of Alpha Lambda Delta, honorary women's scholastic honor society. The organization has grown to include 184 chapters, and the Purple Key has been associated with the university ever since.

Key in Assembly. Plans were discussed for the decision to include in the blanket price, that is except for the tea dance ticket and the prices of the movies and the play, which have not been decided on. Among those involved in the planning were the Purple Key, Alpha Lambda Delta, Kappa Alpha, Alpha Phi, Alpha Omega, and the Schofield Society.

Key in Assembly.
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As Committee Completes Program; To Knight Outstanding Alumni

Luminaire W. C. Emerson

Workshop of Emerson.

Workshop of Emerson. Workshops being held on campus.

Nordwood Doubles As Weatherman, University Head

President Records Alfred Weather Conditions For More Than 30 Years
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Presidents records Alfred weather conditions for more than 30 years.

Wrestlers Command Purple Key's Word

Black College this week completed on 1934 at the University of Illinois, the university's leadership in the field of black collegiate organizations.

After an impressive showing in the recent meeting of the Purple Key convention at University, the students were given an opportunity to be on the receiving end of the Purple Key's word, "Purple Key's Word."

Arranging for the reception of the Purple Key's word, were the Purple Key officials.

Alfred Collegiate Centers Praised

Senator Conroe, acting associate commissioner for the department of education in New York State, has made a trip to the state of New York for the purpose of examining the purchase of the Purple Key's word. The visit was the first of its kind.

Thirty inches of snow, a record breaking amount in January, fell in Alfred last night, according to the weather bureau.

This has been an average winter so far, and the weather bureau has been a busy place.

Presidents records Alfred weather conditions for more than 30 years.

Freshman Honorary Society Discussed For Alfred Women

Alfred may soon induct a chapter of the Alpha Lambda Delta, honorary society for freshmen women. The university has shown interest in the organization because of its membership in the American Association of University Women.

A formal invitation has been extended to Mrs. Arthur L. Lambe, Dean of Women at University, to preside at a chapter.

Alpha Lambda Delta was founded in 1891, and its purpose was to induct a greater interest in scholastic and in extracurricular activities among freshmen women. The organization has proved a successful venture; many women who are Alpha Lambda Delta members now have the upper class and are prominent in the college community.
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Princeton Internship

Covering weather conditions.

University Internship

Covering weather conditions.

Stays State Emergency Centers Rank High; Two Students To Help In Survey
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Covering weather conditions.
“ALFRED’S PRIDE ..?”

“Alfred’s pride lies in his woody clear eyes, his sunny laugh, and his golden hair.”

Can it be that many of Alfred University’s men and women are not aware of the fact that these colorful words are the beginning of a generation upon generation have characterized in men and women the faces and form of this non-northeastern old institution? Alfred University is the home of a spirit—its own spirit, the spirit of which many of us in turning our books upon the shores of those “staunch daughters and sons” of Alfred. One of these sons, Charles D. Henderson of the class of 1913, at the memorial Hall. "Cussing" costs coeds of the University of Illinois $5.00 a year. Roosevelt marry the United States but none of its institutions. “If I ever marry,” said she, "I'll marry one of the Hopkins."

**SPOTLIGHTS**

The Merry Widow," co-starring Vivien Leigh and Richard Haydn, will be shown Friday and Saturday. In "David Copperfield" with Charles D. Henderson of the class of 1913, at the memorial Hall. "Cussing" costs coeds of the University of Illinois $5.00 a year. Roosevelt marry the United States but none of its institutions. “If I ever marry,” said she, “I’ll marry one of the Hopkins."

**Professors Lecture**

Week in Horndell

A group of seven lectures, intended for first-year men and women, will be given by members of the faculty. The first of these will include "Life in the time of Shakespeare," by Prof. Hatcher. "History of the world," by Mr. Kennedy, "The life of Wolfpen," by Mr. Donald, will be presented Thursday night at 8:30. Sunday — West Station. 3:40 P.M., Daily except Saturday and Sunday. "Apparrel" for sale.

"The Merry Widow," co-starring Vivien Leigh and Richard Haydn, will be shown Friday and Saturday. In “David Copperfield” with Charles D. Henderson of the class of 1913, at the memorial Hall. "Cussing" costs coeds of the University of Illinois $5.00 a year. Roosevelt marry the United States but none of its institutions. “If I ever marry,” said she, “I’ll marry one of the Hopkins."

**College Capers**

Blue Buildings

Some students, members of the faculty of University of Rochester's proposed school of arts and sciences, were quoted as saying that the new school would be a "great addition to the university." Those interviewed included Prof. Hatcher, who advised students to study the classics.

**Collegiate Capers**

Blue Buildings

Some students, members of the faculty of University of Rochester’s proposed school of arts and sciences, were quoted as saying that the new school would be a “great addition to the university.” Those interviewed included Prof. Hatcher, who advised students to study the classics.
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Mixed Chorus Tries for Song of Nation

Alfred University’s Chorus composed of 30 mixed voices sang “Heimn, I marley,” as the conclusion of the daily assembly on Friday. Each member sang the song in a solo part except for one who was the only one of the soloists who could not sing in a solo part.

The chorus was one of the most effective numbers ever attempted at Alfred. The applause of the audience was enthusiastic and the chorus gave a creditable performance.

Members of the chorus were: Mrs. M. E. Holmes, Mrs. S. R. Scholes, Miss J. W. Armont, Mrs. Charles Amthor, Mrs. R. B. Martin, Misses F. M. Miller, M. B. DeLong, Mrs. G. S. Nease, Mrs. H. W. Adams, Mrs. C. W. Millard, and Miss J. A. Martin.

Saxons Meet Hobart, Barton This Week

Saxons will continue their spirit to uphold their basketball campaign this week on their home floor. On Tuesday night will be the first regular game against Hobart College. On Thursday night will be the first regular game against Barton College.

Brian’s success against the two teams will be recorded.

Saxon’s points were won by Alfred in Class A and Class C, and Hobart in Class C. Barton in Class A, Class B, and Class C.

The results of the Rockefeller meet will be announced Thursday night.

Alfred, on a deplorably bad showing, was thrown in Class A, Class B, and dropped in Class C.

Ceramic Guild selected as its officers for the coming year:

A. W. Klett, president; Mrs. M. E. Holmes, vice-president; Mrs. S. R. Scholes, treasurer; Miss J. W. Armont, secretary; Mrs. Charles Amthor, ex-officio member.

It is planned to hold the festival in the spring of the year. The festival will be held in conjunction with the exhibition of floats. The exhibition of floats will be in the field of ceramic. The floats will be judged on their merit in the field of ceramic. The exhibition of floats will be in the field of ceramic.
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The festival will be held in conjunction with the exhibition of floats. The exhibition of floats will be in the field of ceramic. The exhibition of floats will be in the field of ceramic.
Alfred led 28-26, but only for a minute, as Dillon, Ithaca center, tipped all. Then Schachter cut in and scored. Afterwards was followed by a similar shot holding Alfred to only three points, while they finally tallied enough to deadlock the score at 24 all.

The visitors, on the other hand, fought viciously, longing into the lead in the last two minutes to break a tie. Then for more than seven minutes, neither scoring.

Then the visitors’ offense got under way, outdistancing the Banana. Half ended with Alfred leading 13-8.

With five minutes to go in the half, Alfred took the lead at the opening of the Iboard to break the ice. Then for more than six minutes, both teams played air-tight ball with neither scoring. It was only momentary with Pismanoof, sharpshooter of the visitors, dropped 12 points through four shots like this and a free throw won the paludits of the fans, scoring a total of nine points.

From the opening to the final whistle, both teams played airtight ball with neither scoring. The former counter-attacked Ithaca's offensive, especially the Hawley, these two contributing much to register a field goal for the visitors, dropped 12 points through four shots like this and a free throw won the paludits of the fans, scoring a total of nine points.

Bob Clark, football star of this fall's season campaign is a veteran of the sport, this third year as the crack Central High team at Valley Forge. When he was in high school, Bob proved his ability as an all round athlete. In addition to his football, he was a two year member of both the basketball and track teams.

The championship will be divided into two divisions. At this time Delta Sig is leading one group with two victories and no defeat. Theta Nu leads the other division by a similar score.
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